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Abstract: Induction motors are used as industrial drive and for various applications in power plant due to their rugged, robust 
and simple construction as well as low cost. The speed control of SRIM is dexterous by slip power recovery scheme consisting of 
inverter control, chopper control, and rotor resistance control techniques. This paper presents the boost in the performance 
characteristics and energy saving of SRIM drive by inverter and buck-boost chopper based slip power recovery scheme (SPRS). 
The simulation model of a WRIM drive using inverter and based buck-boost chopper control has been executed in the Simulink 
platform. The simulation results using inverter and chopper control have been studied. The active power and reactive power 
have been taken as parameter for analyzing the energy saving by the drive. The simulation result has shown that inverter 
chopper control SPRS large amount of energy saving. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Induction motor drives with speed control have massive applications in the modern industrial set up. In industry near about or 
greater than 75% of the load today in any country consists of induction motors. Slip ring induction motor drives have found great 
applications due to the availability of easiest speed control by varying rotor resistance, slip power easily available from slip rings 
and possesses high starting torque. Slip power can be recovered by static converters-inverter method instead of dissipating power 
in the rotor resistance. High performance induction motor drive application requires high efficiency, low cost and simple control 
electric circuit for the wide range of speed control. At the present time, slip power recovery drives (SPRD), is generally used for 
the wide range of speed control applications for large-capacity pumps and fan drives, variable-speed wind energy systems, ship-
board variable speed/constant frequency system, etc. A representation diagram of a SPRD is shown in Fig 1. It comprises of a 
wound rotor induction motor, a diode bridge rectifier, a thyristor bridge inverter, a large filter inductor and a 3-phase recovery 
transformer. A slip power recovery scheme drive transfer power that is normally dissipates in the rotor resistance of an induction 
machine fed back to the ac mains supply to save energy. In distinction with the stator-voltage-controlled induction motors, the 
ratings of the rotor side converter, inverter and transformer circuit in SPRD is intended to be smaller rating and less expensive as 
these apparatuses have to deal with the slip power only (less rating voltage, current and power). Huge literature is available on slip 
power recovery drives. Many Authors presented motor performance using slip recovery systems and proposed new slip recovery 
scheme for improved efficiency and power factor. In 1988 Krause et al.  presented reference study of slip power recovery drive. 
Akpinar and Pillai, in 1990 presented a paper on modelling and analysis of slip power recovery scheme for induction motor. Many 
authors suggested performance enhancement, harmonic analysis and commutation angle analysis of slip power recovery drive. 

 
II. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF THE DRIVE 

 

 
Figure -1: Schematic of Slip Power Recovery Drive (SPRD) 
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Assuming ideal filtering (Ld= ∞) and negligible rotor leakage reactance, the rotor currents are alternating square pulses of (2π /3) 
radians period. The rms value of the rotor current (I2) is (π/3) times the rms value of the fundamental component current (I2f) (Lavi 
et al. 1996). Neglecting the thyristors voltage drops, the average counter EMF (Vi) of the inverter equals to 

 
And converter voltage, Vr equals to 

 
Where, m is the source to converter side turn-ratio of the recovery transformer α is the firing angle of the inverter, V is the line-to-
line source voltage, n is the stator to rotor turns ratio of the motor and s is the motor slip.  
Since in steady state Vr   and Vi and must balance, therefore 

 
Thus, speed of the induction motor rotor can be controlled by varying inverter firing angle α. The thyristor inverter bridge 
recovers slip power from rotor when (π/2) <α< π and can deliver energy to the rotor when α<π/2. 
The power equation for each rotor phase gives 

 
Here, Rd is the effective resistance of filter inductor, Vpec is the voltage drop in the power electronics components and Id is the 
average dc current through filter inductor. The cumulative mechanical torque produced by the rotor is the summation of torque 
produced by the fundamental component of rotor current and the torque produced by the rotor harmonic currents. Assuming that 
the torque is produced by the fundamental component of rotor current I2f only, the rotor mechanical power is given by 

 
Here, (0.5*Rd) is the filter inductor resistance referred to rotor side. 
Slip power (sPg) is given by 

 
The rotor electromagnetic torque is given by, 

 
From equations (3), (6), (7) and (8), the torque is given as: 
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Hence, torque is proportional to inductor current Id. This current depends upon the difference between Vd and Vr. So, for a stable 
value of, the torque-slip characteristics of the drive is almost linear and look like to the separately excited dc motor. The power flow 
diagram of the slip ring induction motor with SPRD has been shown in Figure 2. 

 
Figure -2: Power flow diagram of the SPRD 

 
To study the performance of the SRIM drive, a simulation block-set in Matlab/Simulink has been implemented. A 1300KW, 6600V, 
993 RPM, 50 Hz slip ring induction motor used as for ID fan has been used for the simulation. Provision has been made to measure 
active power, reactive power, stator current, speed and torque of the motor. Facility has also been made to measure different 
voltages and currents of the scheme wherever required. 
 

III. CONCLUSIONS 
 

 
Figure -3: Matlab simulation of SPRD 
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Simulation results illustrate that at different load torque, active and reactive power required by Slip Ring Induction Motor Drive is 
different. Figure 4 shows that by varying firing angle speed of the induction motor also varied. 

 
Figure -4: Motor speed at (a) 92 degree (b) 100 degree firing angle 

 
Figure -5 shows active power and reactive power required by induction motor after applying slip power recovery scheme. From the 
table 1 we can observe that when machine feeds active power to the supply it takes more reactive power from supply. Because of 
this reactive power consumption by SRIM, the overall power factor of the scheme becomes low. 

 
Figure -5: Recovered Active, Reactive power and power factor 
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IV. RESULTS 

 
Table 1. Analysis of Result 

Sr. 
No. 

Torque 
(N-m) 

Active and reactive power 
required without SPRS 

Active and reactive power 
required with SPRS 

Percentage   Power 
saving          (%) 

1 12501 P = 14 × 10ହ watt 
Q = 8 × 10ହ VA 

P = 12 × 10ହ watt 
Q = 8.5 × 10ହ VA 

14.28 

2 10000 P = 10 × 10ହ watt 
Q = 8 × 10ହ VA 

P = 9.7 × 10ହ watt 
Q = 10.05 × 10ହ VA 

11.81 

3 8000 P = 8.7 × 10ହ watt 
Q = 8 × 10ହ VA 

P = 8 × 10ହ watt 
Q = 11.8 × 10ହ VA 

8 

4 6000 P = 65 × 10ହ watt 
Q = 8 × 10ହ VA 

P = 6 × 10ହ watt 
Q = 13.6 × 10ହ VA 

7.6 

 
The slip recovery energy method for the speed control of three-phase wound rotor induction motor has been examined and 
tabulated.  
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